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MCZ GROUP PREMIÈRE 2021:
AT A VIRTUAL EVENT FOR DEALERS,
THE GROUP PREVIEWED THE NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2021
AND ANNOUNCED A MAJOR INVESTMENT PLAN.
The 2021 Première – the virtual event during which MCZ Group gave European distributors a
preview of its new products for next winter – ended on Wednesday 24 March.
For the first time in the Group’s 55 years of history, it was not possible to meet the local partners
face to face for the launch of the new products. However, MCZ managed to virtually gather
together hundreds of dealers from all over Europe by hosting an event that cast a spotlight on the
commitment, inspiration and passion involved in designing the new 2021 models.
These efforts made it possible for the company to wrap up this challenging year with positive
results nonetheless.
Stefano Gallucci, Managing Director, pointed out: ‘In order to make up for over two months
of production shutdown, at some point we managed to produce 140% more than in the same
period in 2019. The company has proved its ability to react promptly, with great resolve and with
excellent teamwork. 2020 has ended with over €115 million in revenues. The market has rewarded
our consistency, our organisation, our financial soundness, our desire to continue growing and
our innovation, which does not only mean our cutting-edge product technology, but also our
groundbreaking approach.’
The future may still be uncertain, but MCZ Group knows exactly what it needs to do – continue
investing in order to keep growing. Indeed, the Group has just announced a massive investment
plan, which will involve all the company’s strategic assets in the medium to long term.
The Managing Director, Stefano Gallucci, added: ‘Our goal is to innovate so that we can keep
growing. We have several projects underway and plenty more to come as we want to bring
competitive solutions that add value to our products and local services.’
Riccardo Zanette, the Group’s Vice President, said: ‘I’d like to thank all our employees and
associates. In these times of great uncertainty, it is essential to be able to rely on trustworthy,
competent and skilled people. We will continue working with ever greater connectedness, so that
we can offer consumers a unique buying experience.’
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MCZ GROUP:
Founded in the late 1970s in Italy, MCZ Group specialises in the design and marketing of wood
or pellet products for the house. It has five production sites in Italy, Croatia and France, with a
workforce of 555 employees. Every year, it produces more than 100,000 products including stoves,
fireplaces, barbecues and cookers, which are then distributed to over 40 countries worldwide.
MCZ Group has focused since the very beginning on export, thanks to its ability to meet the needs
of the most diverse customers and by developing an extensive sales and technical support network.
As for today, exports account for 70% of the total turnover of the company (113,55 million in 2020).
The group is organized through nine distinct commercial brands, which cover different distribution
networks and market segments.

Pictures of the company are available at this link:
www.mczgroup.com/presskit
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